Central Plaza

Outdoor Fire Pit

Naming Opportunity
- Building

Naming Opportunity
- Central Plaza
- Outdoor Fire Pit

Contact your Gonzaga University representative to discuss your interest in any of these naming opportunities.
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- Contact your Gonzaga University representative to discuss your interest in any of these naming opportunities.
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- Contact your Gonzaga University representative to discuss your interest in any of these naming opportunities -
• Contact your Gonzaga University representative to discuss your interest in any of these naming opportunities •
Naming Opportunity
- Student Activities & Organizations
- Grand Ballroom
- UMEC
- Non-Traditional Lounge
- Reflection

Naming Opportunity
- Student Body Suite
- Student Activity Suite
- Mezzanine/Foyer
- Private Dining Room
- Terrace
- Multipurpose Event Space

Naming Opportunity
- Reception
- Meeting Rooms (1-5)
- Quiet Study Lounge
- Community Kitchen
- Workrooms (1-2)
- Lactation Room
- Offices (1-9)
- Lounge
- Safe Space

• Contact your Gonzaga University representative to discuss your interest in any of these naming opportunities •